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We describe a theory of packing hyperboloid ‘diabolic’ domains in bend-free textures of liquid
crystals. The domains sew together continuously, providing a menagerie of bend-free textures akin
to the packing of focal conic domains in smectic liquid crystals. We show how distinct domains may
be related to each other by Lorentz transformations, and that this process may lower the elastic
energy of the system. We discuss a number of phases that may be formed as a result, including
splay-twist analogues of blue phases. We also discuss how these diabolic domains may be subject
to “superluminal boosts”, yielding defects analogous to shocks waves. We explore the geometry of
these textures, demonstrating their relation to Milnor fibrations of the Hopf link. Finally, we show
how the theory of these domains is unified in four-dimensional space.
The Ising model of a ferromagnet captures the essence
of long-range order. Below a critical coupling the spins
globally align along a common direction. However, do-
main walls, across which the spin jumps from up to
down, typically proliferate real samples. The failure to
create a single monodomain can arise from the kinet-
ics of nucleation but can also arise from global energy
minimization once the bulk magnetic field is added to
the model [1]. Ordered systems of all sorts can be split
along this dichotomy. Unstressed crystals contain do-
mains which, over time, coarsen on their way to a single
crystal while crystals under stress will adopt dislocation-
ridden ground states in order to globally minimize the
strain energy [2]. A closed flux line in a type II super-
conductor or a vortex ring in a superfluid will eventually
shrink and vanish while, in the presence of a magnetic
field or a rotating container the two systems will find
ground states with coexisting normal and “super” com-
ponents with magnetic field or vorticity persisting in the
normal regions [3–5]. Liquid crystalline materials, soft as
they are, enjoy these equilibrium constructs as well. The
Renn-Lubensky twist-grain-boundary phase [6] in smec-
tic liquid crystals completed de Gennes’ analogy between
the smectic and the superconductor [7]. These examples,
however, all require the introduction of topological de-
fects whether they be pi-walls, disclinations, or disloca-
tions [8]. However, smectic liqud crystals reveal an even
more fragile construction based upon focal conic domains
(FCDs). Revealed by their tell-tale conic sections visible
in bright-field, these domains are composed of equally-
spaced smectic layers which match continuously across
the domain walls, as in martensitic domains in crystals.
Between different FCDs the remaining space can be filled
with other equally-spaced smectic layers giving rise to
Friedel’s law of corresponding cones [9], bend walls [10],
and complex “flower” patterns [11, 12]. Here, we describe
a still softer way of cutting and sewing regions together
based on diabolic domains: these are diabolo-shaped liq-
uid crystalline domains with zero bend as discussed in
[13]. Multiple domains can be connected through bend-
free textures. In doing so, it is possible to lower the over-
all Frank free energy of, for instance, chiral materials that
would form blue phases but with very large bend mod-
uli. As shown in Fig. 1 a single diabolic domain breaks up
into smaller ones, lowering the splay and twist energies of
the outer domains by replacing the interior texture with
the center of a different bend-free texture. This allows
for a more uniform twist, favorable for a chiral nematic.
This conquer and divide approach can be repeated until
the energy cost of the domain walls becomes prohibitive.
In the following, energetic considerations will be cal-
culated via the Frank free energy of liquid crystals [14],
F =
1
2
∫
dV
{
K1[n(∇ · n)]2 +K2[n · (∇× n) + q0]2 (1)
+K3[(n · ∇)n]2 +K24∇ · [n(∇ · n)− (n · ∇)n]
}
,
comprising splay, twist, bend, and saddle-splay respec-
tively. Herein, we consider a system where K3 is large,
and study the limit where the bend distortions vanish,
(n · ∇)n = 0. Bend measures the (geodesic) curvature of
the integral curves of the director field; zero bend implies
the director field traces out a set of straight lines in the
sample.
Recently a chiral bend-free texture of nematic liquid
crystals, rotationally symmetric around the z-axis was
considered as a potential building block for a splay-twist
phase [13]
v0 =
[
xz + y, yz − x, 1 + z2] , n0 = v0/|v0|. (2)
n0 can be thought of as a “bend-free” double-twist cylin-
der1. This texture n0 corresponds to the homogeneous
1 As a matter of entente we have reversed the handedness of this
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FIG. 1. Top left: hexagonal packing of skew domains inside an outer hyperboloid of radius ρ and height 4. Bottom left: change
in splay and twist between a single large domain of radius ρ and a hexagonal packing of subdomains inside a domain of radius
ρ. The twist is favoured for an outer hyperboloid radius of ρ = pi/2, which likely sets the size of the domain. Top center:
graph showing the nz and ny components along the line y = z = 0, where the discontinuity in the derivative can be seen at
the domain boundary. Bottom right and top right: integral curves of the director field for the hexagonal configuration, drawn
as cylinders. The gold cylinders are inside boosted subdomains, the blue cylinders are from the original, unboosted, texture.
double-twist texture associated to the Hopf fibration on
the curved space S3 [15]. However, unlike the more famil-
iar stereographic projection of the Hopf fibration leading
to linked circles in R3, here n0 arises from the gnomonic
projection of S3 onto R3 which, by construction, maps
great circles to straight lines. We note that the homo-
geneous double-twist arrangement on S3 provided by the
Hopf fibration is only one of a multitude of homogeneous
nematic textures on three-dimensional manifolds [16–18].
Whether the geometrical structures we describe in the
following can be adapted to construct packings of frus-
trated textures of other kinds remains to be seen.
The integral curves of n0 lie on a family of constant tilt
hyperboloids n0 · zˆ = 1/
√
1 + ρ2 where ρ is the radius
at the “waist” of the hyperboloid on the z = 0 plane:
ρ−2(x2 + y2) − z2 = 1. Each value of ρ gives a different
hyperboloid and, together, this collection of hyperboloids
fills R3. We have a foliation of space by hyperboloids
with a singular hyperboloid along the z-axis, as shown
in Figure 2 (in S3 these correspond to concentric tori).
Now consider a particular hyperboloid with radius ρ0.
The hyperboloid is invariant under
x′ = γ(x− βρ0z), z′ = γ
(
z − β
ρ0
x
)
, (3)
texture from right- to left-handed compared to [13].
where β = v/ρ0, γ
2(1−β2) = 1, and v is an arbitrary pa-
rameter: the Lorentz transformation treating z as time
with the “speed of light” set to ρ0. For reasons that
will become clear, we refer to this as the “little Lorentz”
transformation, and the group SO(2, 1) of such transfor-
mations as the little Lorentz group2.
Since the hyperboloid is ruled and the rules define the
nematic texture, the invariance of the hyperboloid im-
plies that the nematic texture is unchanged on the hyper-
boloid with radius ρ0. However, consider an inner hyper-
boloid, centered around the zˆ-axis, with radius ρ1 < ρ0.
Under the little Lorentz transformation two things hap-
pen: its cross section in the z = 0 plane squashes the
circle of radius ρ1 into an ellipse with major axis ρ1
and minor axis γ−1ρ1 (the Fitzgerald contraction), and
the original centerline tilts from (x, y, z) = (0, 0, z) to
(x, y, z) = (vz, 0, z). Each hyperboloid is a ruled surface
and so the ruling straight lines define a new, bend-free
nematic texture that matches the nematic texture on the
original ρ0 hyperboloid. Applying the boost (3) to v0
yields
v1 = γv0 +
γβ
ρ0
[
ρ20 − x2, zρ20 − xy, y − xz
]
, (4)
2 Throughout we use SO(p, q) to refer to the proper, orthochronous
(i.e., restricted) group SO+(p, q).
3FIG. 2. Concentric hyperboloids in the texture (2), given by
(6) with a0 = (1 − ρ20)/2 and a3 = (1 + ρ20)/2, ρ0 the waist
radius.
normalizing v1 gives a new bend-free director field. The
original texture n0 is skew – no two integral curves are
parallel – and this property is preserved under the little
Lorentz transformations. We therefore call textures ob-
tained from (2) ‘skew textures’, or ‘skew domains’ when
restricted to the interior of a hyperboloid.
We could then construct a hybrid texture starting with
v0 by cutting out the interior of the ρ0 hyperboloid and
replacing it with v1. Because the two textures agree on
the ρ0 hyperboloid, this yields a continuous director field
– no defects are created – akin to the construction of focal
conic domains in smectics, for instance. Does this hybrid
configuration lower the Frank free energy? For this par-
ticular case the free energy is not lower. The original
radially symmetric v0 has a lower free energy that v1.
However, the concentric ρ0 hyperboloids are not the only
hyperboloids in (2). As we show below, the texture (2)
contains a huge number of ‘hidden’ hyperboloids. These
additional hyperboloids are not centered around the ori-
gin; they are shifted, tilted and sheared, an example is
shown in Figure 3. We will demonstrate that the ‘drill
and fill’ construction can be applied to these hidden hy-
perboloids, where it does lower the free energy.
HIDDEN HYPERBOLOIDS IN SKEW DOMAINS
How do we find the ‘hidden’ hyperboloids in n0? On
R3 the structure treats the z-axis specially, but on the
curved space S3, n0 corresponds to the Hopf fibration
– a homogeneous structure. Since there is no special
point on S3, the concentric hyperboloids must also not
be special, and we must be able to define a whole family
of equivalent hyperboloid surfaces.
To proceed we recall gnomonic projection and the Hopf
fibration. Let (x, y, z, w) be coordinates for R4, we take
R3 to be the w = 1 subspace V3 ∼= R3, corresponding
to (x, y, z, 1) ∈ R4. Taking advantage of the fact that
four real dimensions can be identified with two complex
dimensions, we write z1 = x+iy, and z2 = z+iw, so that
(z1, z2) ∈ C2. The two real equations z1 = αz2 define a
plane through the origin in R4 for each complex α. We
allow α = ∞, so that α ∈ C ∪ ∞ = CP1 ∼= S2, the
Riemann sphere. Consider the intersection of the planes
with the 3-sphere S3, given by x2+y2+z2+w2 = |z1|2+
|z2|2 = 1. Each plane intersects S3 on a great circle, and
the collection of great circles for all α ∈ CP1 fills up S3.
This is the Hopf fibration, it can be thought of as a map
S3 → S2, with (z1, z2) 7→ α ∈ CP1 ∼= S2. Now consider
the intersection of the planes with the 3-space V3. For
each α, the corresponding plane intersects V3 along a
line, giving a congruence of straight lines in R3. These
lines are the integral curves of n0. But this is the result of
gnomonic projection: the northern hemisphere (w > 0)
of S3 may be identified with V3 ∼= R3 via (x, y, z, w) 7→
(x/w, y/w, z/w, 1). Since this map preserves the value of
α, the integral curves of n0 are the gnomonic projection
of the great circle fibers of the Hopf fibration. On S3,
any two great circles on the three sphere that do not
intersect must link. The linking of the circles in S3 leads,
gnomonically, to a family of straight lines in R3 that are
all skew – no two lines are parallel. Finally, note that
as a director field, n0 arises as gnomonic projection of
the complex vector field h = (iz1, iz2), the double twist
texture on S3.
In constructing n0, we chose the copy of R3 corre-
sponding to w = 1. But we could have projected to
any copy of R3 tangent to S3. In some other projec-
tion the family of concentric hyperboloids in Figure 2
are no longer centered around the zˆ axis, so hidden in
n0 there must be more hyperboloids. On S3 ⊂ C2 the
great circles of the Hopf fibration are traced out by a
phase (z1, z2) → eiφ(z1, z2), that preserves the value of
α. The following quadratic expressions are invariant un-
der that phase: |z1|2+|z2|2, |z1|2−|z2|2, Re z1z¯2, Im z1z¯2.
Thus the general, real quadratic polynomial in C2 (with
aµ ∈ R4) that contains the origin is
0 = a0
[|z1|2 + |z2|2]+ a1 [z1z¯2 + z2z¯1] (5)
+a2 [iz1z¯2 − iz2z¯1] + a3
[|z1|2 − |z2|2] .
Note that there are no linear polynomials with this phase
invariance and, because we will want to gnomonically
project, non-zero constants are excluded. Indeed, the
homogeneity implies that if we consider solutions of the
form z1 = α0z2 then (5)) only depends on α0: the poly-
nomial intersects entire planes in C2 and so therefore if a
great circle intersects (5) it lies entirely on it. Moreover,
under gnomonic projection that same plane intersects V3
in a straight line and so (5) is a quadratic surface ruled
by the integral curves of the bend-free nematic texture
(2):
0 = (a0 + a3)(x
2 + y2) + 2a1(y + xz) (6)
+2a2(−x+ yz) + (a0 − a3)(1 + z2).
When a1 = a2 = 0, a0 = (1 − ρ20)/2, and a3 = (1 +
ρ20)/2 we recover the symmetric hyperboloids shown in
4FIG. 3. Hidden hyperboloid in the texture (2). The vertically-
oriented surfaces are the family shown in Figure 2. The black
lines correspond to integral curves of n0, and intersect all
hyperboloids on straight lines.
Figure 2. However, if a1 or a2 are non-zero we get tilted
hyperboloids with elliptic cross section. It is amusing,
however, to note all these hyperboloids intersect the z =
0 plane in circles, just not around the origin. The shifts,
tilts, and shears are the consequence of the gnomonic
projection. The hidden nested hyperboloids of the the
texture (2) are revealed, as shown in Figure 3.
In matrix notation, (5) is
Z†AZ ≡ [z¯1 z¯2] [ a0 + a3 a1 − ia2a1 + ia2 a0 − a3
] [
z1
z2
]
= 0, (7)
where A is the defined Hermitian matrix and the col-
umn vector Z = [z1, z2] ∈ C2. But this quadratic form
can only have non-vanishing solutions Z if A is indef-
inite. Thus its determinant must be negative, imply-
ing that the quadratic surface is a hyperboloid, and that
a21 + a
2
2 + a
2
3 − a20 > 0. It is now natural to consider aµ
as a four-vector in (3+1) Minkowski space. We will refer
to transformations that preserve the space-time interval
as “Big Lorentz transformations.” It is a distinct group
from the little Lorentz group (in fact, the little Lorentz
group is not a subgroup of the Big Lorentz group). The
four-vector aµ is spacelike (and by homogeneity we could
choose aµa
µ = 1 so the magnitude is unimportant). Since
the Big Lorentz group SO(3, 1) preserves the interval we
find a family of quadratic surfaces in the gnomonic pro-
jection related by Big boosts.
The shifts, tilts and shears of the hyperboloids in (6)
can be understood in terms of the Big Lorentz transfor-
mation properties of aµ. The quadratic form (7) is in-
variant under Z →MZ, and A → [M†]−1AM−1 where
M ∈ SL(2,C). Recalling that SL(2,C) ∼= SO(3, 1), and
that it acts through conjugation on the quaternionic form
in A, we note that for any spacelike choice of aµ we can
perform a Big Lorentz transform to put it into a form
with a0 = a1 = a2 = 0 and a3 = 1, the ρ0 = 1 hyper-
boloid. The action on Z by M generates a coordinate
transformation on (x, y, z, w) and so, in this new coor-
dinate system we would see concentric, circular hyper-
boloids. But the SL(2,C) transformation on Z gives rise
to the famous Mo¨bius transformations of the Riemann
sphere by acting on z1/z2 ∈ CP1. On the z = 0 plane
in V3, z2 = i and we see that the Big boosts transform
circles to circles. Because SL(2,C) acts transitively, we
deduce that any circle in the xy plane is the (tilted) cross
section of some hyperboloid hidden in (2). The SO(3, 1)
boosts of aµ shift the hyperboloids (6) but leave the tex-
ture (2) invariant – they simply relabel the fibers of the
Hopf fibration via Mo¨bius transformations of the Rie-
mann sphere.
DIABOLO DOMAINS
We can now return to the original quest: start with
n0 and choose any circle in the xy-plane. That defines
a tilted, elliptical hyperboloid H through the integral
curves of the nematic field. But H has a rest frame with
respect to SO(3, 1) in which it is equal to the ρ0 = 1
circular hyperboloid. Because the standard texture is in-
variant under the Big Lorentz group, in this new frame
n0 is unchanged. Now make the little SO(2, 1) Lorentz
transformation (3) with ρ0 = 1 then transform the hy-
perboloid and its new texture back to the original tilted,
elliptical hyperboloid region H. We replace the bend-free
interior of any shifted, tilted hyperboloid with a boosted
bend-free texture. Finally, let the nematic strain ten-
sor Cij ≡ ∂inj [19] be Cint on the interior of H and
Cext on the exterior. Then this construction ensures that
Cint − Cext is a rank-one matrix: the Hadamard jump
condition is satisfied [20].
This process naturally suggests the formation of
diabolo-shaped, geodesic domains – packings of hyper-
boloids containing geodesic textures all matching on the
boundary. We show here that such constructions can
lower the free energy of the texture n0. In the presence
of saddle-splay, the geodesic texture n0 is energetically
favoured over the standard cholesteric in small diabolo
domains [13], but in larger systems the cholesteric tex-
ture will win out, since the twist decays to zero away
from the origin. As the radius of the diabolo domains
grows, we may therefore expect it to split into subdo-
mains to regulate twist, which we expect to be hexag-
onally ordered; this is the structure shown in Figure 1.
By analogy, consider the double-twist tube in the blue
phase. A single tube can be dilated to fill space if the
twist drops off to zero, precisely as it does in the global
texture (2). But then the chiral term in the Frank free-
energy does not enjoy the constant twist afforded by the
standard single-twist cholesteric texture. However, by
creating a regular array of finite double-twist tubes, each
tube enjoys a chiral energy close to that of the single-twist
texture. The saddle-splay compensates and the balance
leads to the blue phase. In our case, the chirality energy
is also lowered by breaking the global gnomonic texture
5into diabolos. Fortuituously, the Fitzgerald contraction
associated with the little boosts reduce the splay as well
by compressing the circular hyperboloids into elliptical
hyperboloids, keeping the major axis fixed.
We construct a hexagonal domain as follows: Start
with the skew domain (2) inside the hyperboloid (x2 +
y2)/ρ2 − z2 = 1, with some fixed vertical extent (for the
calculations we take |z| ≤ 2). In the xy-plane, this do-
main is a circle of radius ρ. We take six circles of radius
ρ/6 inside this domain, arranged hexagonally. Following
the integral curves of n0 leads to six hyperboloids packed
inside the original ρ hyperboloid, shown in Figure 1 (top
left). We then apply the drill and fill construction: we
remove the texture inside each of these hyperboloids and
replace it with a boosted texture that matches on the
boundary. In particular, we choose the ‘rest-frame’ tex-
ture inside each of the six hyperboloids, so that the direc-
tor field points parallel to the center line. The result is
a texture inside the ρ hyperboloid with six subdomains.
While our construction ensures that the director field re-
mains continuous, it is no longer differentiable and con-
tains kinks (top center of Figure 1) which contribute a
boundary energy to the system proportional to the area,
reminiscent of how FCDs are sewn together in a smectic
texture.
To see if the hexagonal domains are preferable to the
single domain, we compare their Frank free energies. In
principle we must compute the splay, twist, bend and
saddle-splay – however the bend vanishes for both con-
figurations. More subtly the saddle-splay, while not zero,
is the same in both cases. On each z slice of a subdomain,
the director field, thought of as a unit vector field, sweeps
out an area on S2, related to saddle-splay [21]. This area
is invariant under the little Lorentz boosts, since the
boundary hyperboloid does not change. Consequently
the saddle-splay is the same for both the single domain
and the hexagonal structure (or indeed for any set of
subdomains). We therefore need only estimate splay and
twist for the two configurations. There is an additional
contribution from the domain interfaces which we do not
estimate (though will be proportional to the boundary
area at first order). Finally, we we take q0 = 1/2 (fol-
lowing [13])3. The difference in splay and twist between
then two textures is shown in Figure 1 (bottom left),
the hexagonal subdomains reduce the splay deformation,
and there is a characteristic radius ρ ∼ pi/2 at which
the reduction in twist is greatest, which sets the size.
When the contributions from the domain walls are suffi-
ciently small, hexagonal packing of geodesic domains acts
to lower the free energy.
As the hyperbolic domain grows further, it may be en-
ergetically preferable for each sub-domain to yet again
3 For the standard skew domain, the optimal value of q0 is given
by 3(1 + log(1 + ρ2)/ρ2)/(3 + z20), where z0 is the vertical extent
of the hyperboloid. For z0 = 2 this ranges between 6/7 for ρ = 0,
tending to 3/7 as ρ→∞. q0 = 1/2 falls within this range.
FIG. 4. Possible hierarchical domain structure, obtained by
further splitting each hexagonal domain in Figure 1. Such
structures may become favourable as the outer domain size
increases.
split, forming a hierarchical structure. A possibility is
shown in Figure 4. While this may be a crude mecha-
nism to control the size of self-limited structures [22, 23],
there are a number of additional possibilities. For exam-
ple, one could stack these structures, forming something
akin to a hexagonal columnar phase or a moire´ phase
[24]. Though this would introduce bend defects it would
lower the ever-growing splay of tall diabolic domains [25].
Another possibility is to construct an Apollonian pack-
ing of circles in the z = 0 plane, leading to an intricate
structure of skew domains.
So far we have considered a restricted class of skew do-
mains – unnormalized, the director fields are quadratic in
Cartesian coordinates. General bend-free textures have
larger freedom, for example the local spacing between hy-
perboloids may be specified by an arbitrary function [13].
Moving to this larger class of textures leads to a more
complex space of invariant surfaces, which are not hy-
perboloids. Results on the classification of geodesic fi-
brations of R3 [26–28] suggest that this larger class of
textures is topologically equivalent to the skew domains
we study, and we do not anticipate any loss in qualita-
tive power of our theory to describe diabolic domains in
physical systems.
LENS DOMAINS: SUPERLUMINAL TEXTURES
Applying the little Lorentz boost to v0 (taking ρ0 = 1)
yields
v = γv0+βγ
[
1− x2, z − xy, y − xz] = γv0+βγvx. (8)
To obtain the director field we normalize, so γ drops out,
and the resulting texture is bend-free for all values of β.
We may now choose to take β ≥ 1, a superluminal boost!
These superluminal textures cannot be obtained from n0
by SO(2, 1) boosts and are topologically distinct from
skew textures. They contain defects, which are straight
6lines on the ρ0 = 1 hyperboloid. Recall that hyperboloids
are doubly ruled surfaces – they contain a set of left-
handed and right-handed straight lines. If the integral
curves of n are left-handed rules then the defect lines
are right-handed (and vice versa). For β ≥ 1 the defects
lines, parameterized by t ∈ R, are
d±(t) = β
−1
(
t±
√
β2 − 1,±t
√
β2 − 1− 1, tβ
)
, (9)
For β = 1 there is a single defect line with an index
2 zero, while for β > 1, the two defect lines each have
index 1. For reasons that will become clear below (see
Figure 5), we call the textures with β = 1 null (or null
domains) and for β > 1 lens textures (or lens domains).
These null and lens textures fit into our theory of domain
packing. The interior of a hyperboloid domain may be
either a skew, null, or lens domain. If, however, null
or lens textures are used in the drill and fill procedure
while keeping the exterior in skew form, then the defect
profiles become +1 and +1/2 respectively, allowed by the
nematic symmetry. We note that in chiral systems, lens
domains are unlikely to be preferred as they do not have a
single sign of n ·∇×n, but may be observed as transients
in coarsening 4
Removing the subluminal constraint allows us to sub-
stitute γ → uz and βγ → ux in (8), where now uz and ux
may take any values. We may also boost in any direction
(not just x), and doing so (again with ρ0 = 1) yields a
texture which may be written as a linear combination
v = uzv0 + uxvx + uyvy, (10)
with vy the corresponding vector field obtained by a
boost along y. As before, n is found by normalizing. In
general we may write any texture whose integral curves
are tangent to the ρ0 = 1 hyperboloid in terms of the vec-
tor u = (ux, uy, uz), and we may take |u|2 = 1. The vec-
tor u is equal to n at the origin and the ‘rest-frame’ tex-
ture (2) corresponds to u = (0, 0, 1). The type of texture
is then given by the sign of the interval ∆2 = u2z−u2x−u2y.
Skew textures correspond to time-like intervals (∆2 > 0),
null textures to null intervals (∆2 = 0), and lens textures
to space-like intervals (∆2 < 0). Since we are interested
in director fields which are normalized and possess the
nematic symmetry n ∼ −n, we may take uz > 0. In
4 This can be understood by writing the bend-free structures in
a different way. A Killing vector field, k, satisfies k · n = const
if the integral curves of n are geodesics. It follows that the cross
product of two Killing vector fields k1 and k2 defines a vector
field whose integral curves are geodesics. In Euclidean R3 all
Killing vector fields are of the form k = a + r × b, for constant
vectors a, b. By inspection one can see that the textures (10)
with ux = 0 may be written as k1 × k2 with a1 = b1 = xˆ and
a2 = uz yˆ − uy zˆ and b2 = uz yˆ + uy zˆ. For uz > uy , both k1 and
k2 define right-handed screw symmetries. For uy > uz , however,
k1 is right-handed and k2 left-handed. This leads to the mixed
handedness of the lens domains.
this way, the set of textures filling a hyperboloid can be
drawn as a hemisphere (a copy of RP2), illustrated in
Figure 5. This hemisphere of interior textures all match
the boundary hyperboloid ρ0 = 1 hyperboloid. Since we
may take any hyperboloid to any other via the SO(3, 1)
Big Lorentz group we can insert this whole hemisphere
of fillings into any of the infinite hyperboloids hiding in
(2).
Introducing the superluminal lens domains alge-
braically in this manner does not give any hint as to
their geometric origins. How can we understand the ge-
ometry of the lens domains? As in the case of n0 we
understand them in terms of a foliation of hyperboloids
in space. But which hyperboloids? The little Lorentz
transformation of the concentric hyperboloids changes
the circular cross sections to concentric ellipses (Fitzger-
ald contraction), and indeed almost all hyperboloids in
(6) have an elliptic cross-section upon boosting. How-
ever, it turns out that there is a single family of circles
in the xy-plane that, under boost, remain circles. We
choose boosts that preserve the ρ0 = 1 hyperboloid and
use the family aµ = (γa0,−γβa0, 0, a3) in (6). Following
the convention in (10), we rewrite γ = uz and γβ = ux,
realizing the hyperboloids:
0 = a0
[
uz(1 + x
2 + y2 + z2) + 2ux(y − xz)
]
(11)
+a3(x
2 + y2 − z2 − 1).
Again, there is nothing prohibiting us from taking u2x >
u2z, allowing the family of hyperboloids to describe su-
perluminal textures. In the next section we show how
this family arises naturally by considering transforma-
tions not in R3, but in C2. For now we describe them
directly. First observe that the a3 term does not de-
pend on the boost – it corresponds to the hyperboloid
invariant under the little Lorentz transformation and,
for β = 0, the family reduces to the concentric family
centered on the z axis. For β 6= 0, we find a family of
concentric hyperboloids shifted in y (recall we boosted
in x, this is due to the skew nature of the texture), and
tilted along x. Shown in Figure 5(A-B). As β approaches
1 (or |ux| approaches |uz|) these hyperboloids begin to
touch along a line Figure 5(C). A shock forms, directly
analogous to the Doppler effect. This shock is the sin-
gle defect line in the null texture. As β > 1 the shock
splits into two defects and the hyperboloids are no longer
concentric – instead they all pass through the two de-
fect lines Figure 5(D-E). Restricted to the interior of the
ρ0 = 1 hyperboloid, the super-luminal textures appear as
nested lenses – hence ‘lens domain’. (11) defines a hyper-
boloid only if a23 ≥ a20(u2z−u2x), in the super-luminal case
ux > uz and the equality is valid for all a0, a3, reflecting
the change in topology of the textures.
7FIG. 5. Bend-free textures filling the hyperboloid x2 + y2 − z2 = 1, parameterised by a unit vector u on a hemisphere (RP2).
Textures are classified according to the sign of the interval ∆2 = u2z − u2x − u2y. Within each class textures are equivalent up to
Lorentz transformation and rotation. A, B are skew domains, C a null domain and D, E lens domains. Null and lens domains
possess defect lines (red). A-E: Illustration of textures, using the concentric hyperboloids of Figure 2 under the sesquilinear
transformation. Hyperboloids shown in blue with integral curves of n (black) and defect lines (red). The accompanying circles
show the intersection with the z = 0 plane.
PROJECTIVE TRANSFORMATIONS OF
GEODESIC DOMAINS
Are there bend-free textures we may obtain from (2)
other than by applying little Lorentz transformations?
The most general transformation of R3 preserving zero-
bend is fractional-linear in (x, y, z), or equivalently linear
in (x, y, z, w). As before, we pick the subset of transfor-
mations that preserve a chosen hyperboloid, with the in-
tent to apply the drill and fill construction. The group of
real linear transformations of (x, y, z, w) preserving the
hyperboloid x2 + y2− z2−w2 = 0 is SO(2, 2). Moreover,
SO(2, 2) is locally isomorphic to SU(1, 1)× SU(1, 1).5
5 Consider the identification
(x, y, z, w)→
[
x+ z y + w
w − y x− z
]
= m, (12)
detm = x2 + y2 − z2 −w2 is invariant under m→ LmR where
L,R ∈ Sl(2,R) and thus SO(2, 2) ∼= SL(2,R) × SL(2,R)/±I.
Representing an element of SU(1, 1) in terms of two complex
parameters α and δ with |α|2 − |δ|2 = 1 as in (14), we have[
Re(α+ δ) Im(α− δ)
−Im(α+ δ) Re(α− δ)
]
∈ SL(2,R), (13)
establishing SU(1, 1) ∼= SL(2,R). Distinct skew textures are
found by acting on the Hopf fibration with elements of SU(1, 1)R.
In this group there is a further U(1) symmetry of the Hopf fi-
bration, corresponding to α = eiφ, δ = 0. The space of skew
The two copies of SU(1, 1), which we label left (L)
and right (R), are each determined by a pair of complex
numbers α, δ ∈ C with |α|2 − |δ|2 = 1. These act on the
complex vector Z as[
z1
z2
]
7→
[
αLz1 + δLz2
αLz2 + δLz1
]
,
[
z1
z2
]
7→
[
αRz1 + δRz2
αRz2 + δRz1
]
.
(14)
We see that SU(1, 1)L acts via complex-linear transfor-
mations of Z and is thus a subgroup of SL(2,C) ∼=
SO(3, 1), i.e. the Big Lorentz group, which gives the
(hidden) symmetries of the texture (2). It follows that
only SU(1, 1)R, which acts sesquilinearly, may give non-
trivial transformations of (2) used in the drill and fill
construction.
How does the little Lorentz group SO(2, 1) relate to
these groups? SO(2, 1) is the subgroup of SO(2, 2)
that leaves w invariant. We may write it in terms of
SU(1, 1)L × SU(1, 1)R with the constraints αL = αR and
δL = δR. Because SU(1, 1)L does not change the basic
texture (2) we can view the SO(2, 2) transformations as
textures is SU(1, 1)/U(1) ∼= H, the Hyperbolic plane. By the
hyperboloid model, this is equivalent to time-like vectors in M3
up to scaling. Finally, the groups are related via
Big = SO(3, 1) ⊃ SU(1, 1)L ↪→ SO(2, 2) SU(1,1)R ∼= SO(2, 1) = little
where SO(2, 2) is the double cover of SO(2, 2).
8either boosts in R3 using the little Lorentz group or as
SU(1, 1)R transformations on Z. This reflects the iso-
morphism SU(1, 1) ∼= SO(2, 1). Furthermore, we find
that our classification in Figure 5 is complete. As an ex-
ample, the SO(2, 1) boost with ρ0 = 1 in (3) gives the
same transformation of (2) as the SU(1, 1)R map[
z1
z2
]
7→
[
z1 cosh ξ − z2 sinh ξ
z2 cosh ξ − z1 sinh ξ
]
, (15)
where tanh 2ξ = β (note the standard spinor factor of 2).
While the little Lorentz group SO(2, 1) and SU(1, 1)R
transformations treat the texture the same, they trans-
form the hyperboloids (7) differently. Indeed one may
check that the hyperboloids (11) are precisely the trans-
formation of the concentric hyperboloids under SU(1, 1)R
– their geometric naturality is revealed. Representing
transformations of (2) using SU(1, 1)R also allows us to
understand the superluminal boosts. The hyperboloid
|z1|2 − |z2|2 = 0 is invariant not only under SO(2, 2),
but also under transformations that reverse the sign of
|z1|2−|z2|2, these are superluminal (switch cosh and sinh
in (15)). The sub- and super- luminal boosts may be uni-
fied by complexifying (x, y, z, w), but we need not develop
that perspective here.
LENS DOMAINS AND MILNOR FIBRATIONS
Before concluding we interpret the geometry of the
lens domains. The prototypical skew domain (2) is re-
lated to the Hopf fibration on S3 by gnomonic projection.
There is, similarly, a prototypical lens domain expressed
through (8) with uz = 0 and ux = 1. These textures
are also natural on S3: they are related to the Milnor
fibration of the Hopf link. Consider the family of hyper-
boloids in (11) with ux = 1, uz = 0. Since |ux| > |uz|,
we have a hyperboloid for all a0, a3. We may therefore
take a20 + a
2
3 = 1 and write the family of hyperboloids as
Re
[
e−iφ(z1 − iz2)(z1 − iz2)
]
= Re
[
e−iφf
]
= 0, (16)
for atan(a0/a3) = φ ∈ [0, 2pi). The zeros of f are given
by the equations z1 = ±iz2, which on S3 correspond to
two fibers of the right-handed Hopf fibration, forming a
pair of linked great circles – a Hopf link. In R3 these
are the defect lines of the texture. Following the work
of Milnor [29], the level sets of φ = Arg f are Seifert
surfaces Σφ for this Hopf link, and give an open book
decomposition of S3. Each Σφ is a piece of a Clifford
torus in S3, and so has two rulings by arcs of great cir-
cles. By inspection, one ruling corresponds to the great
circles traced out by (z1, z2) 7→ (eiθz1, e−iθz2), the right-
handed Hopf fibration (two of these circles correspond to
the zeros of f – the defect lines). Now fill S3 by drawing
the other set of rulings on each Σφ. The resulting set
of great circles on S3 all intersect the two defect lines,
and the gnomonic projection of this structure down to
R3 gives the lens domain.
CONCLUSION
We have introduced a new construction of continu-
ous bend-free textures comprised of diabolic domains.
We note a very close relation with the structure of
FCDs. Recall that equal spacing of smectic layers im-
plies (n · ∇)n = 0 [30–33] but, in the case of smectics
the twist must vanish identically. In our study the twist
is almost-everywhere non-zero (in the case of skew do-
mains, it is strictly non-zero). Just as a complex smectic
texture can be built out of FCDs to guaranty constant
spacing, the diabolical domains can be employed to find
low-energy chiral nematic complexions with zero bend.
It is amusing that both the diabolical and focal conic
constructions can be interpreted from the perspective of
Lorentz transformations [34]: the hint of an even deeper
connection intrigues. Whether generalizations to higher-
dimensional fibrations [35] exist and whether they have
a relevant physical realization remains an open question.
Where might these textures be detected? Highly chiral
systems with large K3 and an appreciable K24 are can-
didates. Studies of the liquid crystalline phases of nucle-
osome core particles have observed diabolo patterns akin
to those in Fig. 1 [36]. Recently, there have been studies
of achiral chromonic liquid crystals [37, 38] in confine-
ment. Perhaps, made chiral and set free, these mate-
rials would be a good starting point. Likewise, simula-
tions of achiral, bent-core, rigid molecules have observed
the spontaneous formation of diabolic domains [39, 40] –
perhaps further studies would uncover the hidden hyper-
boloids presented here and find a numerical manifesta-
tion of the drill and fill construction. How would they be
detected? A tell-tale sign of these structures is that, as
we have demonstrated from the action of SL(2,C), if we
start with the standard texture n0 then all the diaboli-
cal domains intersect the z = 0 plane as circles. Cross
sections along any other plane will cut through domains
in ellipses. In addition to the fact that our structures are
macroscopically chiral, the elliptical cross sections here
would be different than the polygonal textures in smec-
tics [9]: there is no “law of corresponding cones,” and so
we might expect less order in the diabolical ellipses.
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